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Thank you very much for purchasing a product made by SHARS Machine. 

dealer or directly the company SHARS.

SHARS metal working machines offer a maximum of 
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Preface

Dear customer,

quality, technically optimum solutions and convince
by an outstanding price performance ratio. Continuous enhancements and product innovations guarantee
state-of-the-art products and safety at any time. 

Before commissioning the machine please thoroughly read these operating instructions and get familiar with
the machine. Please also make sure that all persons operating the machine have read and understood the
operating instructions beforehand. 
Keep these operating instructions in a safe place nearby the machine. 

Information

The operating instructions include indications for safety-relevant and proper installation, operation and main-
tenance of the machine. The continuous observance of all notes included in this manual guarantee the safety
of persons and of the machine. 

The manual determines the intended use of the machine and includes all necessary information for its eco-
nomic operation as well as its long service life. 

In the paragraph "Maintenance" all maintenance works and functional tests are described which the operator
must perform in regular intervals. 

The illustration and information included in the present manual can possibly deviate from the current state of
construction of your machine. Being the manufacturer we are continuously seeking for improvements and
renewal of the products. Therefore, changes might be performed without prior notice. The illustrations of the
machine may be different from the illustrations in these instructions with regard to a few details. However,
this does not have any influence on the operability of the machine. 
Therefore, no claims may be derived from the indications and descriptions. Changes and errors are reserved!

Your suggestion with regard to these operating instructions are an important contribution to optimising our
work which we offer to our customers. For any questions or suggestions for improvement, please do not hesi-
tate to contact our service department.

If you have any further questions after reading these operating instructions and you are not able to
solve your problem with a help of these operating instructions, please contact your specialised
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1 Safety

1.1 Representation Conventions

 gives additional advices

 calls on you to act

 enumerations

This part of the operating instructions

 explains the meaning and use of the warning notices included in these operating instructions,
 defines the intended use of the grinding machine for burins,
 points out the dangers that might arise for you or others if these instructions are not observed,
 informs you about how to avoid dangers.

In addition to these operation instructions, please observe

 the applicable laws and regulations,
 the legal regulations for accident prevention.

When installing, operating, maintaining and repairing the grinding machine for burins it is nec-
essary to observe the European standards

The still applicable country-specific regulations need to be applied for the not yet for the corre-
sponding national country law implemented German standards.

If required it is necessary to take the corresponding measures to comply with the country-spe-
cific regulations before commissioning the grinding machine for burins.

Please keep this documentation always close to the grinding machine for burins.
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1.2 Safety instructions (warning notes)

1.2.1 Classification of hazards

We classify the safety instructions into different levels. The table below gives an overview of the
classification of symbols (pictograms) and signal words for the specific danger and its (possible)
consequences.

Pictogram Signal word Definition/Consequences

DANGER! Imminent danger that will cause severe injury of death to the staff.

WARNING! A danger that might cause severe injury to the staff or can lead to death.

CAUTION!

Danger of unsafe procedure that might cause injury to the staff or property 
damages.

ATTENTION!

Situation that could cause damage to the machine and products and other 
types of damage.

No risk of injury to the staff.

INFORMATION

Application tips and other important or useful information and notes.

No dangerous or harmful consequences for the staff or objects.

In case of specific dangers, we replace the pictogram by

or

general danger by a warning of injury of hands, hazardous 
electrical voltage,

rotating parts.



technical or procedural changes which had not been performed by the company SHARS

out the approval of the company SHARS Ma
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1.2.2 Other pictograms

1.3 Intended use

Use

The grinding machine for burins is designed and manufactured to be used in a non-explosive
environment. The grinding machine for burins must only be used to manufacture single edge
milling cutters, stamps and to regrind tools, cutting tools such as end milling cutters, drills, TIG
welding electrodes, etc.

The machine 
is no longer 
used as pre-
scribed!

If the grinding machine for burins is used in any way other than described above, modified with-
schinen Germany GmbH or used in any other

way then the grinding machine for burins is being used improperly. 

We do not take any liability for damages caused by improper use.

We expressly point out that the guarantee or CE conformity will expire due to any constructive

Maschinen Germany GmbH.

It is also part of intended use that you

 observe the operating values and setting of the data grinding machine for burins,
 observe the operating instructions, 
 observe the inspection and maintenance instructions.

 "Technical data“ on page 14

Warning of flammable sub-
stances!

Disconnect the mains plug!

Activation forbidden! Use protective glasses!

Use protective boots! Contact address

Protect the environment!
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1.4 Possible dangers caused by the grinding machine for burins

The grinding machine for burins is state-of-the-art.

Nevertheless, there is a residual risk as the grinding machine for burins operates with

 at high speeds,
 rotating parts,
 with an abrasive wheel (flying sparks)
 with electrical voltages and currents.

We have used construction resources and safety techniques to minimize the health risk for the
staff resulting from these hazards.

If the grinding machine for burins is used and maintained by the staff who are not duly qualified,
there may be a risk resulting from incorrect or unsuitable maintenance of the grinding machine
for burins.

INFORMATION

All staff  involved in assembly, commissioning, operation and maintenance, must

 be duly qualified,
 strictly follow these operating instructions.

In the event of intended use

 there may be a risk to the persons,
 there may be a risk to the grinding machine for burins and other material values,
 the correct function of the grinding machine for burins may be affected.

Always disconnect the mains plug from the socket before performing any cleaning or mainte-
nance works.

1.5 Qualification of personnel

1.5.1 Target group

This manual is addressed to

 the operating companies,
 the operators,
 the staff for maintenance works.

Therefore, the warning notes refer to both, operation and maintenance staff of the grinding
machine for burins.

Determine clearly and explicitly who will be responsible for the different activities on the
machine (operation, maintenance and repair). 

Unclear responsibilities constitute a safety risk!

The qualifications of the staff for the different tasks are mentioned below:

Operator

The operator is instructed by the operating company about the assigned tasks and possible
risks in case of improper behaviour. Any tasks which need to be performed beyond the opera-
tion in the standard mode must only be  performed by the operator if it is indicated in these
instructions and if the operating company expressively commissioned the operator.

Electrical specialist

Due to his professional training, knowledge and experience as well as his knowledge of respec-
tive standards and regulations the electrical specialist is able to perform works on the electrical
system and to recognise and avoid any possible dangers himself.
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The electrical specialist is specially trained for the working environment in which he is working
and knows the relevant standards and regulations.

Specialist staff

Due to its professional training, knowledge and experience as well as his knowledge of rele-
vant regulations the specialist staff is able to perform the assigned tasks and to recognise and
avoid any possible dangers himself.

Instructed persons

Instructed persons were instructed by the operating company about the assigned tasks and any
possible risks in case of improper behaviour.

1.5.2 Authorized personnel

WARNING!

Incorrect use and maintenance of the grinding machine for burins constitutes a danger
for the staff, objects and the environment.

Only authorized staff may operate the grinding machine for burins and tools!

Persons authorized to operate and maintain should be trained technical personnel and
instructed by the ones who are working for the operating company and for the manufacturer.

The operating company must

Obligations of 
the 
of the operat-
ing company,

 train the personnel,
 instruct the personnel in regular intervals (at least once a year) on

- all safety standards that apply to the machine,
- the operation,
- accredited technical guidelines,

 check personnel‘s state of knowledge,
 document the trainings/instructions,
 require personnel to confirm participation in training/instructions by means of a signature,
 check whether the personnel is working safety- and risk-conscious and observe the operat-

ing instructions.

The operator must

Obligations of 
the 
operator

 have followed a training on the operation of the grinding machine for burins,
 know the function and performance,
 before taking the machine in operation

- have read and understood the operating instructions,
- be familiar with all safety devices and instructions.

Additional 
requirements 
regarding the 
qualification

For work on the following  parts there are additional requirements:

 Electrical parts or operating agents: shall only be performed by an electrician or under the 
guidance and supervision of an electrician.

 Before starting work on electrical parts or operating agents, following measures are to be 
performed in the following order.

 Disconnect all poles.

 Secure against switching on.

 Check if the machine is zero potential.

1.6 Operators positions

The operator’s position is in front of the grinding machine for burins.
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INFORMATION

The mains plug of the grinding machine for burins must be freely accessible.

1.7 Safety measures during operation

CAUTION!

Risk by inhaling health hazardous dusts and fogs.

Depending on the materials which need to be treated and the agents which are used,
dusts and fogs may be generated which endanger your health. 

Make sure that the generated health hazardous dusts and fogs are safely sucked-off at
the place of origin and that they are dissipated or filtered. To do so, use a suitable
extraction unit.

CAUTION!

Risk of fire and explosion by using inflammable materials or cooling-lubricating agents.

Before processing inflammable materials (e.g. aluminium, magnesium) or using
inflammable auxiliary materials (e.g. spirit) it is necessary to take additional preventive
measures in order to safely avoid health risks.

1.8 Safety devices

Use the grinding machine for burins only with properly functioning safety devices.

Stop the grinding machine for burins immediately if there is a failure on the safety device or if it
is not functioning for any reason. It is your responsibility!

If a safety device has been activated the grinding machine for burins must only be used if you

 have removed the cause of the failure,
 have verified that there is no danger resulting for the staff or objects.

WARNING!

If you bypass, remove or deactivate a safety device in any other way, you are
endangering yourself and other staff working with the grinding machine for burins and
tools. 
 The possible consequences are:
 extremely serious injuries by bursting of the abrasive wheel,
 injury of eyes due to flying sparks,
 injury of hands,
 a fatal electrocution.

WARNING!

The separating protective covers which are made available and delivered together with
the machine are designed to reduce the risk of workpieces or fragments of tools or
workpieces flying off at high speed - however, this cannot be completely avoided.
Always work carefully and observe the limit values of your grinding process.

1.9 Safety check

Check the grinding machine for burins before each start-up or at least once per shift. Inform the
person responsible immediately of any damage, defect or change in operating function.

Check all safety devices

 at the beginning of each shift (at continuous operation),
 once a week (with the machine in operation),
 after every maintenance and repair work.
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Check that prohibition, warning and information signs and the labels on the grinding machine
for burins

 are legible (clean them, if necessary),
 are complete (replace if necessary).

INFORMATION

Use the following table for organizing the checks.

General check

Equipment Check OK

Protective covers Mounted, firmly bolted and not damaged

Signs,
Markings

Installed and legible

Date:  Checked by (signature):

Functional test

Equipment Check OK

Emergency stop 

push button

After pressing the EMERGENCY STOP impact switch or the 
pressure switch OFF the grinding machine for burins stop.

ON-OFF

switch

The grinding machine for burins must only be restarted after 
having disconnected and reconnected the mains plug if the 
ONswitch was pressed again.

Date:  Checked by (signature):
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1.9.1 ON / Off - Switch

The switch is provided with an
emergency stop function.
Open the cap of the switch in
order to switch on the grinding
machine for burins.

Img.1-1: ON / Off - Switch

CAUTION!

After actuating the EMERGENCY-STOP button or the ON / OFF switch, the grinding
machine for burins coasts for about 30 seconds.

1.9.2 Spark protection

The protective cover of the abrasive wheel reduces the number of flying sparks getting into your
eyes during machining.

Use protective glasses!

1.10 Personal protective equipment for special works

Protect your face and eyes: wear a safety helmet with facial protection when performing works
where your face and eyes are exposed to hazards.

Wear safety shoes when carrying the grinding machine for burins.

1.11 Safety during operation

We specially point out the specific dangers when working with and on the grinding machine for
burins and tools.

WARNING!

Before switching on the grinding machine for burins, make sure that there are
 no dangers generated for persons,
 no objects are damaged.

WARNING!

Fire and explosion due to sparks.
 Do not operate the grinding machine for burins and tools nearby combustible or 

explosive material.

Avoid any risky working practices:

 Make sure that nobody is endangered by your work.
 Wear safety goggles.
 The instructions mentioned in these operating instructions have to be strictly observed dur-

ing assembly, operation, maintenance and repair.
 Do not work on the grinding machine for burins, if your concentration is reduced, for exam-

ple, because you are taking medication.
 Observe the accident prevention regulations issued by your Employers Liability Insurance 

Association or other competent supervisory authority, responsible for your company.

Cap

ON / Off - Switch



SHARS Maschinen Germany GmbH 
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 Inform the supervisor about all endangerments or errors.

1.12 Accident report

Inform your superiors and immediately in the event of
accidents, possible sources of danger and any actions which almost led to an accident (near
misses).

There are many possible causes for "near misses". 

The sooner they are notified, the faster the causes can be eliminated.

INFORMATION

We highlight specific dangers when performing works on the grinding machine for burins and
tools in the description of that work.

1.13 Electrical system

 "Schaltplan - Wiring diagram 400V“ on page 38

 "Schaltplan - Wiring diagram 230V“ on page 39

Have the machine and/or the electrical equipment checked regularly, at least every six months.

Immediately eliminate all defects such as loose connections, defective wires, etc.

A second person must be present during work on live components to disconnect the power in
the event of an emergency.

Immediately disconnect the grinding machine for burins and tools if there are any anomalies in
the power supply!
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2 Technical data

The following information are the dimensions and indications of weight and the manufacturer‘s
approved machine data.

2.1 Electrical connection
 Motor power machine type 110V                                                     110 V / 60Hz / 1/3HP

2.2 Speed
nim 0005csid dnomaid ,csid gnidnirg deepS -1

s/m 53deeps gnidnirg .xaM
Speed motor                                                                               3340 min -1

2.3 Adjustable angle
°04 -0raer / lacitreV
°081-0gnidnirg repat/ latnoziroH
°25 -0evitageN

°51elgna noitator snoitisop gnitteS
180°

2.4 Travels
mm041redloh loot levarT
mm81redloh loot egnar tnemtsujda eniF
mm6sixa htgnel egnar tnemtsujda eniF

mm10.0deefni elacs noisiviD
2.5 Grinding wheels

Corundum cup wheel
Corundum cup wheel

                                                                       4x2x1-1
4x5/8x1-1/4''

/4''

Diamond cup wheel                                                                        4x2x1-1/4''
2.6 Grinding devices

Single edge milling cutter                                          Up to Ø 15/32'' (Standard scope of delivery)
Turning tool                                                                       Up to 13/16 x 13/16''

Drill bit                                                                                    Up to Ø 1''
End mill cutter                                                       Up to Ø 1'' 

2.7 Collet seat

385E (5C) , DIN 6341 385E (5C) , DIN 6341
G = 26.45 x 1/24"

d = 31.75
D = 37.5
L = 89
20°

2.8 Dimensions
043]mm[ thgieH
054]mm[ htpeD
053]mm[ htdiW
05] gk [ thgiew teN

2.9 Environmental conditions
C° 53-5erutarepmeT
%08 - 52ytidimuH
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2.10 Emissions

The generation of noise (emission) emitted by the grinding machine for burins is 72 dB(A).
If the grinding machine for burins is installed in an area where various machines are in opera-
tion, the noise exposure (immission) on the operator of the grinding machine for burins at the
working place may exceed 80 dB(A).

INFORMATION

This numerical value was measured on a new machine under proper operating conditions.
Depending on the age respectively on the wear of the machine it is possible that the noise
behaviour of the machine changes. 

Furthermore, the factor of the noise emission is also depending on manufacturing influencing
factors, e.g. speed, material and clamping conditions.

INFORMATION

The mentioned numerical value is the emission level and not necessarily a safe working level. 

Though there is a dependency between the degree of the noise emission and the degree of the
noise disturbance it is not possible to use it reliably to determine if further precaution measures
are required or not. 

The following factors influence the actual degree of the noise exposure of the operator: 

 Characteristics of the working area, e.g. size or damping behaviour,
 Other noise sources, e.g. the number of machines,
 Other processes taking place in the proximity and the period of time during which the    

operator is exposed to the noise.

Furthermore, it is possible that the admissible exposure level might be different from country to
country due to national regulations. 
This information about the noise emission shall allow the operator of the machine to more eas-
ily evaluate the endangering and risks.

CAUTION!

Depending on the overall noise exposure and the basic limit values the machine
operators has to wear an appropriate hearing protection.

We generally recommend to use a noise protection and a hearing protection.
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2.11 Dimensions cup wheel

3''

1/2''

2''1-1/2''

4''

1-1/4''

Optional Accessories: 5C Collets 202-5205~5261  1/8~1"    $6.45

Size Size Size Size Order
No.

Order
No.

Order
No.

Order
No.

11/32 202-5219

5/8 202-5222

29/32 202-5255

23/64 202-5220

41/64 202-5223

59/64 202-5256

3/8 202-5236

21/32 202-5224

15/16 202-5257

25/64 202-5237

43/64 202-5225

61/64 202-5258

1/8" 202-5205

13/32 202-5238

11/16 202-5226

31/32 202-5259

9/64 202-5206

27/64 202-5239

45/64 202-5227

63/64 202-5260

5/32 202-5207

7/16 202-5240

23/32 202-5228

1 202-5261

11/64 202-5208

29/64 202-5241

47/64 202-5229

3/16 202-5209

15/32 202-5242

3/4 202-5230

13/64 202-5210

31/64 202-5243

49/64 202-5231

7/32 202-5211

1/2 202-5244

25/32" 202-5232

15/64 202-5212

33/64 202-5245

51/64 202-5233

1/4 202-5213

17/32 202-5246

13/16 202-5234

17/64 202-5214

35/64 202-5247

53/64 202-5235

9/32 202-5215

9/16" 202-5248

27/32 202-5251

19/64 202-5216

37/64 202-5249

55/64 202-5252

5/16 202-5217

19/32 202-5250

7/8 202-5253

21/64 202-5218

39/64 202-5221

57/64 202-5254

comp23
Typewritten Text

comp23
Typewritten Text

comp23
Typewritten Text
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3 Assembly

3.1 Scope of delivery
When the machine is delivered, check immediately that the machine has not been damaged
during transport and that all components are included. To do so take all parts out of the packag-
ing and compare the parts with the figure below to be able to assign the individualparts.

INFORMATION

The machine 101-1008  (110V) is  supplied with machine illumination.

Img.3-1: Accessories

Figure 
No

Quan-
tity

Description

1 5
Collets type 385E D=28 ,  L = 89 ; 20° 
DIN 6341  Size 1/8,1/4,3/8,1/2,5/8”

2 3        Corundum cup wheel Ø4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4” Ø4x5/8 xØ1-1/4” 
Diamond cup wheel Ø4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4” (mounted on the machine when delivered)

3 1 Spare round belt

4 1 Socket to mount the cup wheels

5 1 Device to regrind turning tools

6 1 Device to regrind end mills

7 1 Device to regrind twist drills

8 1 Clamping ring for the device twist drill

9 1 Clamping piece for the device twist drill

1
2

3

45

6

7

10
8

9

11

12



Consult SHARS Maschinen Germany GmbH if the machine and accessories are stored for
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3.2 Storage

ATTENTION!

In case of wrong and improper storage electrical and mechanical machine components
might get damaged and destroyed.

Store packed and unpacked parts only under the intended environmental conditions. 

Follow the instructions and information on the transport case.

more than three months or are stored under different environmental conditions than those given
here. "Information“ on page 5

10 1 Crank to clamp the tool collet chuck

11 2 Hook wrench size 38 - 42 to reclamp the collet chuck seat

12 1 Handwheel shaft shoulder

 Fragile goods
(Goods require careful handling)

 Protect against moisture and humid environment

 "Environmental conditions“ on page 14

 Prescribed position of the packing case
(Marking of the top surface - arrows pointing to the 
top)

 Maximum stacking height

Example:not stackable - do not stack a second 
packing case 
               on top of the first one.
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3.3 Installation and assembly

3.3.1 Requirements regarding the installation site

INFORMATION

In order to attain good functionality and a high processing accuracy as well as a long durability
of the machine the installation site should fulfil certain criteria.

Please observe the following points:

 The device must only be installed and operated in a dry and well-ventilated place.
 Avoid places nearby machines generating chips or dust.
 The installation site must be free from vibrations also at a distance of presses, planing ma-

chines, etc.
 Any parts sticking out such as stops, handles, etc. have to be secured by measures taken by 

the customer if necessary in order to avoid endangerment of persons.
 Provide sufficient space for the staff preparing and operating the machine and transporting 

the material.
 Also consider that the machine is accessible for setting and maintenance works.

Provide for sufficient illumination (Minimum value at the working place: 300 lux). 
If the illuminance is too little make sure to provide additional illumination.

INFORMATION

The mains plug of the grinding machine for burins must be freely accessible.

3.3.2 Electrical connection

  "Qualification of personnel“ on page 8

 Machine type 400V: Connect a CEE-400V-16A plug. We recommend you to use a CEE-
400V-16A plug with pole switch since the rotating field might change when you connect the 
machine to another outlet.

 Make sure to switch to the correct rotation direction. The rotation direction arrow is found on 
the protective cover of the cup wheel.

3.3.3 Assembly

 Turn the handwheel for the shaft shoulder into the seat thread.

Img.3-2:   Handwheel shaft shoulder

12

Hand wheel
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 Plug the clamping piece and the clamping ring on the device.

Img.3-3:   Device drill bit

3.4 First commissioning

ATTENTION!

Before commissioning the machine check all screws, fixtures and the clamping lever
and tighten up the screws if necessary!

CAUTION!

The cup wheel might get damaged during transportation.

Let the grinding machine for burins and tools run in for about 15 minutes before you
start grinding.
 "Personal protective equipment for special works“ on page 12.

12

Clamping ring

Clamping
piece
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4 Operation

This grinding machine is generally designed to grind a single edge milling cutters (burins) but it
is also suitable to manufacture stamps, electrodes or round grinding parts and for regrinding of
end mills on the face. With the help of the workpiece supports which are available as accesso-
ries it is possible to grind round tool bits, milling cutters and drill bits.
By means of the versatile slewing and setting options all requirements are covered in order to
grind a graver with any cutter shape (e.g. cylindrical, conical, centric and eccentric radii). Fur-
thermore it is possible to create polygones (3- to 24- edge) on stamps and electrodes.

4.1 Safety
Operate the grinding machine for burins only under the following conditions:
m The grinding machine for burins is in proper working order.
m The grinding machine for burins is used as intended.
m Follow the operating instructions.
m All safety devices are installed and activated.
All failures should be eliminated immediately. Stop the grinding machine for burins immediately
in the event of any failure in operation and make sure that the grinding machine for burins can
not be started up accidentally or without authorization.
Notify the person responsible immediately of any modification.
��  "Safety during operation“ on page 12

Img.4-1:   Grinding machine for burins and tools
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4.2 Assembly and function
 The driving pulley (14) seated on the motor is driven by a round belt (3) the pulley (19) and 

the spindle. 
 Switch (Emergency-Stop switch) (15) to switch the machine on and off. 
 Handwheel (17) for axial adjustment of the shaft for the tool holder (16).  
 Handwheel (12) to set the stop of the shaft by means of the tool holder (16).  
 Use the clamping lever (18) in order to clamp the shaft of the tool carrier (16). 
 Handwheel (12) for fine setting of the cup wheel (2) by means of the clamping screw (21).
 Dressing diamond (24) to dress the cup wheel (2).

Img.4-2:   Grinding machine for burins and tools
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4.3 Handling the tool holder

The tool which needs to be machined is clamped in the collet chucks (30). The collet chucks
are tightened by means of the crank (31). 

The fine adjustment of the bushing (32) which is located in the collet chuck (30) is performed in
axial direction using the knurled screw (33) on the carriage. 

The division of the scale disc (34) is performed in steps of 15°. The bolt (35) which fixes the
scale disc (34) is held by means of the bayonet locking (36). The scale disc (34) can be freely
moved when the bayonet locking (36) is cammed in. It is possible to adjust the upper part of the
support by means of the screw (37). Read the values from the scale (38) and from the vernier
(39) for exact setting. 

If both values of the scale (38) with (39) are set to 0 the grinding machine for burins is in the
basic setting.

In order to turn the slewing arm (40) at an angle of up to 90° it is necessary to release the
clamping lever (41). 

It is possible to tilt the slewing arm (40) at an angle of up to 40° by means of an clamping lever
(42). It is necessary to tighten the lever (43) in order to fix the tool holder on the shaft. The
clamping lever (44) fixes the shaft.

Img.4-3:   Tool holder
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4.4 Setting the shaft shoulder

Clamp the tool in the collet chuck (30) and release the lever (18) in order to be able to move the
shaft (16).

The stop of the shaft (16) is set for the tool carrier by means of the handwheel (12). If the hand-
wheel (12) is turned in the possible rotation movement of the shaft to the stop is being reduced.
Clamp the clamping lever (44) in order to control the rotation movement.
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4.5 Grinding angles

Set the upper part of the support by means of the scale (38) and the vernier (39). Both values
must be set to 0. 

Release the clamping lever (42) and then tilt the slewing arm (40) at an angle of 0 degree.
Then, release the clamping lever (18) in order to be able to move the shaft. 

Set the slewing arm (40) to the desired angle by releasing the lever (44). Turn the handwheel
(12) in order to set the stop. 
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4.6 Assembling the devices

4.6.1 Grinding device for drill bit

On the grinding device for the drill bit it is not necessary to disassemble the already existing
grinding device for the single edge milling cutter (burin).

Pull the stop (48) out of the bushing and introduce (49). (50) is fixed in the collect chuck (30).

Img.4-4:   Device single edge milling cutter

Img.4-5:   Device twist drill
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4.6.2 Grinding device turning tool

In order to assemble the grinding device for milling cutters and turning tools it is necessary to
disassemble the grinding device for single edge milling cutters.

To remove the mounted grinding device for single edge milling cutters (burin):

 Release the clamping lever (45) and the knurled screw (46). 

 Pull the grinding device over the dovetail guide. 

Make sure that the V-ledge does not fall down. If required reset the V-ledge for the devices.

Img.4-6:   Device single edge milling cutter

Img.4-7:   Device HSS turning tool
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4.6.3 Grinding device end mill

In order to assemble the grinding device for milling cutters and turning tools it is necessary to
disassemble the grinding device for single edge milling cutters.

To remove the mounted grinding device for single edge milling cutters (burin):

 Release the clamping lever (45) and the knurled screw (46). 

 Pull the grinding device over the dovetail guide. 

Make sure that the V-ledge does not fall down. If required reset the V-ledge for the devices.

Img.4-8:   Device single edge milling cutter

Img.4-9:   Device end mill
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5 Maintenance

In this chapter you will find important information about

 Inspection
 Maintenance
 Repair

of the grinding machine for burins and tools. 

ATTENTION !

Properly performed regular maintenance is an essential prerequisite for
 operational safety,
 failure-free operation,
 long service life of the grinding machine for burins and
 the quality of the products to be manufactured.

Installations and equipment from other manufacturers must also be in good order and condition.

5.1 Safety

WARNING!

The consequences of incorrect maintenance and repair work may include:
 Heaviest injuries of the persons working on the grinding machine for burins and 

tools
 Damages to the grinding machine for burins

Only qualified staff should carry out maintenance and repair work on the grinding
machine for burins and tools.

5.1.1 Preparation

WARNING!

Only carry out work on the grinding machine for burins and tools if it has been switched
off using the mains plug.

5.1.2 Restarting

WARNING!

Before starting the grinding machine for burins, make sure that there exists
 no dangers generated for persons,
 no damage to the grinding machine for burins and tools.



Request for a service technician of the company SHARS Maschinen Germany GmbH for all

expressly authorised by SHARS Maschinen Ger-
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5.2 Inspection and maintenance
The type and extent of wear depends to a large extent on individual usage and service condi-
tions.
� Regularly clean the grinding machine for burins from grinding dust. Soiling by grinding dust 

in the slideways leads to relevant wear. If necessary - use compressed air to clean the 
grinding machine for burins from grinding dust.

� If you recognize much positive allowance of the slideways, fasten the adjustment screws 
accordingly.

� Lubricate the lubricating nipples in regular intervals. 

5.2.1 Exchange of the abrasive wheel

WARNING!

Check if the cup wheels are damaged or have cracks before mounting them. 
If a new cup wheel is damaged or shows cracks it must not be mounted in any way.

5.3 Repair

repairs or send us the grinding machine for burins and tools.
If the repairs are carried out by qualified technical staff, they must follow the indications given in
these operating instructions.
The company SHARS Maschinen Germany GmbH does not take any liability nor does it
guarantee against damage and operating malfunctions resulting from failure to observe this
operating instructions.
For repairs only use
m faultless and suitable tools
m only original parts or parts from series 

many GmbH.
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6 Ersatzteile - Spare parts

6.1Ersatzteilzeichnung - Drawing spare parts 101-1008

Abb.6-1:   Ersatzteilzeichnung - Drawing spare parts 101-1008
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6.1.1Ersatzteilliste - Spare part list 101-1008

Po
s. Bezeichnung Designation

Menge
Qty.

Grösse
Size

Artikelnummer
Item no.

101-1008
105210013010121001301 leehw elacs dnaHalakS tim dardnaH1
2052100130201210013021x6M3wercSebuarhcS2
305210013030121001301laid anitacidni rewoLgnirnelakS3
405210013040121001301Striking blockEin block4
5052100130501210013007X8M2wercSebuarhcS5
605210013060121001301gnirpSredeF6

7 Sechskantmutter Hexagon nut 1 M8 0310012107 0310012507
805210013080121001301tfahSelleW8
905210013090121001304toof enihcaMßufnenihcsaM9
015210013001121001301revoCgnukcedbA01
1152100130111210013055X21M1eldnaHdardnaH11
215210013021121001301wercs burGtfitsedniweG21

13 Schmiernippel Oil cup 4 6 0310012113 0310012513
415210013041121001301esaBuabretnU41
515210013051121001301tleBnemeiR51
615210013061121001301rotoMrotoM61
715210013071121001301leehw dnah noitaudarGalakS tim dardnaH71
8152100130811210013061X6M2wercSebuarhcS81
9152100130911210013052X6M2wercSebuarhcS91
025210013002121001306M3wercSebuarhcS02
125210013012121001304M4wercSebuarhcS12
225210013022121001301laid gnitacidni reppUgnirnelakS22
325210013032121001301gniRgniR32
4252100130421210013051X8M1wercSebuarhcS42
525210013052121001301wercs burGtfitsedniweG52
625210013062121001303X6M1wercSebuarhcS62

27 Handhebel Locking handle 1 M8X25 0310012127 0310012527
825210013082121001301ylbmessa tinu gnidnirGbeirtnA82
925210013092121001301pmal DEL V 21epmaL DEL V 2192
035210013003121001301egnalf rotoMhcsnalfrotoM03
1352100130131210013061X5M7wercSebuarhcS13
235210013023121001301leehw gnivird etanidrobuSebiehcsnemeiR23
335210013033121001301teksag kcihTbeiehcS33
4352100130431210013041X4M1wercSebuarhcS43
535210013053121001301revoCgnukcedbA53

36 Axiallager Thrust ball bearing 2 51100 0310012136 0310012536
735210013073121001301niPtfitS73
835210013083121001301redloHretlaH83
935210013093121001301wercs gnixif rehsiniFebuarhcsmmelK93
045210013004121001301redloh pmalc lasrevinUgnuthcirrovmmelK04
145210013014121001301hctiws citengamortcelEretlahcS-suA-niE14
245210013024121001301revoc tuNgnukcedbA24
345210013034121001301teksag gnivirDettalP34
445210013044121001301laes esaerGgnuthciD44
545210013054121001301daeh gnivirDfpoksbeirtnA54
645210013064121001302tun dnuor gnikcoLrettummmelK64
745210013074121001303gniraeBregalleguK74
845210013084121001301revoc eldnipSgnukcedbA84
945210013094121001301gnir gnilaeSgniR94
055210013005121001302tfahSelleW05
155210013015121001301gniRgniR15
255210013025121001301gniRgniR25

35 455210013045121001301egnalFhcsnalF
45 555210013055121001302teksag sotsebsAgnuthciD
55 6552100130651210013052X6M1wercSebuarhcS
65 7552100130751210013081teksaGgnuthciD
75 855210013085121001301leehw gnidnirGebiehcsnemeiR
85 955210013095121001301egnalFhcsnalF
95
06

1652100130161210013006X8M1wercSebuarhcS
2652100130261210013003X6M1wercSebuarhcS
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1

kompletter Satz Spann-

6341
Größe 4mm ; 6mm ; 8mm ; 

10mm ; 12mm

Complete kit of collets type 
385E, DIN 6341

Size 4mm ; 6mm ; 8mm ; 
10mm ; 12mm

0310 012501-385E

2 Korund-Topfschleifscheibe  
Ø4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4”

Corundum cup wheel 
Ø4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4”

Ø4 x 5/8 x Ø1-1/4” Ø4 x 5/8 x Ø1-1/4”

3100128

2-1 Diamant-Topfschleifscheibe  
4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4”

Corundum cup wheel  
Ø4 x 2 x Ø1-1/4” 3100129

3005210 0130tleb dnuor erapSnemeirdnuR ztasrE3

4 Steckschlüssel zur Montage 
der Topfschleifscheiben

Socket to mount the cup 
wheels 0310 0125004

Po
s. Bezeichnung Designation

Menge
Qty.

Grösse
Size

Artikelnummer
Item no.

101-1008
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6.2 Accessories 101-1008

Abb.6-2:   Zubehör - Accessories 101-1008

A C

B
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6.2.1Ersatzteilliste Zubehör- Spare part list accessories 101-1008
Po

s. Bezeichnung Designation
Menge

Qty.
Grösse

Size

Artikelnummer
Item no.

101-1008
Vorrichtung A - Fixture A

10152100130101121001301redloh looTretlahguezkreW1
20152100130201121001301eloD wercSebuarhcslletsniE2
30152100130301121001301etalp erusserPettalP3
40152100130401121001301etalp dexiFkcobregaL4
50152100130501121001301rehsaw talFebiehcS5
60152100130601121001301rehsaw talFebiehcS6
70152100130701121001302tun nogaxeHrettumtnakshceS7
801521001308011210013061X6M2wercSebuarhcS8
901521001309011210013001X4M3wercSebuarhcS9
01152100130011121001301eveels ediuGeslüH01

Vorrichtung B- Fixture B
10252100130102121001301tekcarb edilSretlaH1
20252100130202121001301tes gnintsaFgnuretlaH2
30252100130302121001301rednilyc cipocseleTeslüH3
40252100130402121001301rotatSettalP4
50252100130502121001301turts etacoLegnatS5
60252100130602121001301kcolb dexiFkcolB6
70252100130702121001301kcolb gnintsaFretlaH7
80252100130802121001301elop ediuGtfitS8
902521001309021210013052X6M4wercSebuarhcS9
012521001300121210013061X6M4wercSebuarhcS01
112521001301121210013001X6M4wercSebuarhcS11
21252100130212121001301kcuhc rednirg efinKegnaznnapS21
31252100130312121001301puc liOleppinlÖ31
412521001304121210013002X5M1wercSebuarhcS41

15 Sechskantmutter Hexagonal nun 1 M5 03100121215 03100125215
61252100130612121001301eldnaHdardnaH61
71252100130712121001301pirGffirG71
81252100130812121001301tfahSelleW81

Vorrichtung C- Fixture C
10352100130103121001301etalp ediuGgnurhüF1
20352100130203121001301dor gnipmalCegnatS2
30352100130303121001301kcolb efinKkcolB3
40352100130403121001301kcolb gnipmalCettalpmmelK4
50352100130503121001301kcolb etacoLretlaH5
60352100130603121001301tfahs dexiFelleW6
70352100130703121001301tfahSelleW7
803521001308031210013041X6M1wercSebuarhcS8
903521001309031210013021X6M1wercSebuarhcS9
01352100130013121001308X4M1wercSebuarhcS01
11352100130113121001301kcolb dexiFretlaH11
21352100130213121001301wercs kcoLebuarhcsmmelK21
31352100130313121001301rednah kcoLdardnaH31
41352100130413121001301wercs pots-timiLebuarhcS41
51352100130513121001301tes kcoLgnirmmelK51
61352100130613121001301turts etacoLtfitS61

17 Klemmhebel Klemmhebel 1 M6 03100121317 03100125317
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6.4 Schaltplan - Wiring diagram 230V
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7 Annex

7.1 Copyright
This document is copyright. All derived rights are also reserved, especially those of translation,
re-printing, use of figures, broadcast, reproduction by photo-mechanical or similar means and
recording in data processing systems, neither partial nor total.
Subject to technical changes without notice.

7.2 Terminology/Glossary

7.3 Change information manual

7.4 Product follow-up
We have a follow-up service for our products which extends even after shipment.
We would be grateful if you could send us the following information:
m Modified settings
m Experiences with the grinding machine for burins and tools which could be important to 

other users.
m Recurring failures

Term Explanation

Protective hood Cover of the grinding disc and of the drive shaft.

Protective cover Protective hood

Spark protection Cover to protect against sparks when grinding.

Point angle Angle of the complete tip of the drill bit

Clearance angle Relief grinding on the drill bit

Relief angle Clearance angle on the drill bit

Dead centre Tip of the drill bit

Prism Tool holder

Cutting edge Cutting line of the drill bit

.on noisrev weneton trohSretpahC

1.0.102=d 2X02S E553 ot C5 morf telloc fo epyT2

1.0.1epyt enihcam V032 htiw dednapxe launaMlla

all                                       Manual expanded with machine type 101-1008                        1.0.2

3.1                                     Note, delivery 101-1008 without machine lighting, circuit dia-
gram 400V updated

1.0.3

4.0.1strap erapS7



of the product,  SHARS GmbH, Robert-Pfleger-S

SHARS GmbH either directly or

ucts or components passes on to SHARS GmbH.

Any services which SHARS GmbH or one of it
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7.5 Liability claims for defects / warranty

Beside the legal liability claims for defects of the customer towards the seller the manufacturer
traße 26, D-96103 Hallstadt, does not grant

any further warranties unless they are listed below or had been promised in the frame of a
individual contractual agreement.

 The processing of the liability claims or of the warranty is performed as chosen by 
 through one of its dealers. 

Any defective products or components of such products will either be repaired or 
replaced by components which are free from defects. The property of replaced prod-

 The automatically generated original proof of purchase which shows the date of purchase, 
the type of machine and the serial number, if applicable, is the precondition in order to 
assert liability or warranty claims. If the original proof of purchase is not presented, we are 
not able to perform any services. 

 Defects resulting from the following circumstances are excluded from liability and warranty 
claims:
- Using the product beyond the technical options and proper use, in particular due to over-

straining of the machine
- Any defects arising by one's own fault due to faulty operations or if the operating manual

is disregarded
- Inattentive or incorrect handling and use of improper equipment
- Non-authorised modifications and repairs
- Insufficient installation and safeguarding of the machine
- Disregarding the installation requirements and conditions of use
- Atmospheric discharges, overvoltage and lightning strokes as well as chemical influ-

ences
 The following items are as well not subject to the liability or warranty claims:

- Wearing parts and components which are subject to a standard wear as intended such
as e.g. V-belts, ball bearings, illuminants, filters, sealings, etc.

- Non reproducible software errors
 s servants performs in order to fulfil in the 

frame of an additional guarantee are neither an acceptance of the defects nor an  accept-
ance of its obligation to compensate. Such services do neither delay nor interrupt the war-
ranty period.

 Place of jurisdiction among traders is Bamberg.
 If one of the above mentioned agreements is totally or partially inefficient and/or null, it is 

considered as agreed what is closest to the will of the warrantor and which remains in the 
framework of the limits of liability and warranty which are predefined by this contract.

7.6 Advice for disposal / Options of re-use 

Please dispose of your machine in an environmentally friendly way, not by disposing of the
waste not in the environment, but by acting in a professional way.

Please do not throw away the packaging and the used machine later on, but dispose of your
material according to the guidelines established by your municipality or by the responsible
waste management company.
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7.6.1 Decommissioning

CAUTION!

Used devices need to be decommissioned in a professional way in order to avoid later
misuses and endangerment of the environment or persons
 Disconnect the machine from the mains.
 Cut the connecting cable into two.
 Remove all operating materials from the used device which are harmful to the envi-

ronment.
 If required, remove the batteries and accumulators.
 If required, disassemble the machine into easy-to-handle and usable components 

and parts.
 Supply the machine components and operating materials to the provided disposal 

routes.

7.6.2 Disposal of the packaging of the new machine

All used packaging materials and packaging aids of the machine are recyclable and generally
need to be transported to the material recycling.

The packaging wood can be supplied to the disposal or reuse.

It is possible to crush any packaging material made of cardboard and supply it to the waste
paper collection.

The films are made of polyethylene (PE) and the upholstery parts are made of polystyrene
(PS). It is possible to reuse these materials after reconditioning, if you supply them to the col-
lection station or to the responsible waste management company.

Supply the packaging material only correctly sorted, so that it is possible to directly supply it to
the reuse.

7.6.3 Disposal of the used machine

INFORMATION

Please take care in your interest and in the interest of the environment that all component parts
of the machine are only disposed of in the intended and admitted way.

Please note that electrical devices include a number of reusable materials as well as compo-
nents which are harmful to the environment. Please help that these components are  disposed
of separately and professionally. In case of doubt, please contact your municipal waste man-
agement company. If necessary contact a specialised waste disposal centre to get help for the
disposal.

7.6.4 Disposal of electrical and electronic components

Please make sure that the electrical components are disposed of professionally and according
to the legal regulations.

The machine is composed of electrical and electronic components and must not be disposed of
as household waste. According to the European directive 2002/96/EC regarding electrical and
electronic used devices and the implementation of national legislation used power tools and
electrical machines need to be collected separately and supplied to an environmentally friendly
recycling centre. 

Being the machine operator, you should gather information regarding the authorised collection
or disposal system which applies for your company.

Please make sure that batteries and/or accumulators are disposed of in a professional way and
according to the legal regulations. Please throw empty accumulators only into the collection
boxes of retail markets or municipal waste disposal companies.
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7.7 Disposal via municipal collecting points

Disposal of used electrical and electronic components
Disposal of used electric and electronic devices(Applicable in the countries of the European
Union and other European countries with a  separate collecting system for such devices).

The sign on the product or on its packing indicates that the product must not be handled as
common household waist, but that it needs to be delivered to a central collection point for
recycling. Your contribution to the correct disposal of this product will protect the environment
and the health of your fellow men. The environment and the health are endangered by incorrect
disposal. Recycling of material will help to reduce the consumption of raw materials. Your  Dis-
trict Office, the municipal waste collection station or the shop where you have bought the  prod-
uct will inform you about the recycling of this product.

7.8 RoHS, 2002/95/EC

The sign on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product complies with the
European guideline 2002/95/EC.
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EC - Declaration of Conformity 101-1008

The manufacturer /
retailer:

hereby declares that the following product,

Product designation: 101-1008

Type designation: Grinding machine for burins and tools

Serial number: __ __ __

Year of construction: 20__

all relevant provisions of the Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) corresponds.
The machine continues to comply with all provisions of the Directives Electrical equipment (2006/95/EC)
and electromagnetic comp

The following harmonized standards were applied:

DIN EN 12100-1:2003/
A1:2009

Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 1: basic terminol-
ogy, methodology

DIN EN 12100-2:2003/
A1:2009

Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 2: technical princi-
ples and specifications

DIN EN 60204-1 Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 1: general require-
ments

The following technical standards were applied:

EN 13218:2002+A1:2008 
+ AC:2010

Safety of machine tools - stationary grinding machines

atibility (2004/108/EC).
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EC - Declaration of Conformity 101-1008

The manufacturer /
retailer:

hereby declares that the following product,

Product designation: 101-1008

Type designation: Grinding machine for burins and tools

Serial number: __ __ __

Year of construction: 20__

all relevant provisions of the Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) corresponds.
The machine continues to comply with all provisions of the Directives Electrical equipment (2006/95/EC)
and electromagnetic compatibility (2004/108/EC).

The following harmonized standards were applied:

DIN EN 12100-1:2003/
A1:2009

Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 1: basic terminol-
ogy, methodology

DIN EN 12100-2:2003/
A1:2009

Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 2: technical princi-
ples and specifications

DIN EN 60204-1 Safety of machinery - electrical equipment of machines, Part 1: general require-
ments

The following technical standards were applied:

EN 13218:2002+A1:2008 
+ AC:2010

Safety of machine tools - stationary grinding machines
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